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"Under the Title 'Diseases Increased and No Medicine, 

Doctors of Yarmouk Shed Light the Miserable Medical Status 

in the Besieged Camp"  

 
 

 

 Plane Explodes Near Neirab Raises Tension and Panic among Residents 

 Two Palestinian Refugees from Al Aedein Camp in Homs were Arrested 

 Water Sterilizers Distribution to the Displaced People of Yarmouk  

 Food Aid Distribution to 50 Families in Al Zahira and Naher Aisha 

Neighborhoods 

 Palestinians of Syria in Gaza Complain of Marginalization and Ignore 

towards their Demands. 

 UNRWA Fill out ATM Cards to Palestinians of Syria in Lebanon 
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Recent Updates 

Within the activities of "Save the Besieged Yarmouk Camp" a medical 

conference was held yesterday in Youth Support Center in Yarmouk. 

The doctors spoke about the miserable medical and health situation in the 

camp, and difficulties they face while treating the residents. 

This conference is part of the campaign launched by civil and national 

bodies and institutions operating within the Yarmouk refugee camp, 

which entitled "Diseases Increased and No Medicine".  

 
Doctors' Conference in Yarmouk 

Medical bodies in the Yarmouk camp has launched an appeal to all 

concerned to shoulder their responsibilities towards trapped civilians in 

the Yarmouk refugee camp, after recording new deaths because of lack of 

medicines and health care, and lack of suitable potential. 

The siege imposed by the regular army and PFGC groups is the causative 

of stopping all hospitals and clinics from work, due to prevent the 

introduction of materials and medical supplies. 
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In addition, most relief agencies stopped working inside the camp after 

being threat by ISIS that dominated the camp early last April in 

coordinate and support from Al-Nusra Front members. 

To the north of the Syrian, where residents of Nairab Camp witnessed a 

state of fear and panic after hearing an explosion rocked the camp, then 

turned out to be a plane of the Syrian regime landed at Aleppo airport 

adjacent to the camp, while ambulances headed towards the airport. 

Another plane crashed previously on local homes in the camp, leaving 

victims and a number of wounded. 

Residents of the camp are suffering of tension security situation and 

targeting of region as a result of opposition groups trials to control over 

it and the camp because of its strategic location for its proximity to 

Neirab airport adjacent to the camp. 

 

Arrest 

Syrian security forces arrested the Palestinian female refugee Ibtisam 

Younis Bakr, in her thirties from Al Aedein camp in Homs and originally 

from Alshajara village in Palestine, on 12 August from Homs - Aleppo 

Garage while traveling to Aleppo with her mother. 

Syrian security forces also arrested the Palestinian refugee "Bilal 

Shaabi" from Al Aedein camp in Homs on 10 August while he was in the 

Immigration and Passports Department in Homs. He is in his thirties and 

originally from Ain al Zaytoun village in Palestine. 
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The number of detainees from al Aedein camp has reached (173) 

detainees, according to the AGPS statistics, as sit also documented 943 

detainees of Palestinian refugees, including 50 female refugees still 

uncounted for. 

The AGPS documented 411 Palestinian victims died under torture in the 

Syrian prisons. 

 

Civil Work Committees 

General Authority for Palestinian refugees distributed to the Yarmouk 

residents who are in the towns of Yalda, Babbila, and Beit Sahemin 

Damascus suburb, some medicines 

and chlorine pills, as well as 

antibiotics, salt solution, and 

200,000 chlorine pills for the 

disinfection of water, along with a 

medical team to provide drug and 

treatment to patients. 

Charity Organization also distributed meat to 50affected Palestinian 

families; such as widows and orphans at Alzahira and Naher Aisha 

neighborhoods in Damascus. 

 

Gaza 

The Palestinians of Syria in Gaza complain about marginalizing their 

demands and the failure to honor the obligation of Co-Government and 

UNRWA towards them.  
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The refugees suffer of difficult and cruel situation after the stop of the aid, 

which was presented to them after forming the Co-Government on 2nd of 

June 2015. In the Gaza Strip activists accused the government of ignoring 

the demands of the displaced refugees in Gaza such as work, housing, 

late salaries, housing allowance, education and health insurance and not 

recognizing them, in addition to the last aggression on the Gaza Strip 

that increased their suffering, where houses were demolished and 

damaged and the schools became their a shelter for most of them. 

 A refugees expressed his anger after the salaries cut and said,” our 

salaries are cut and there is no clear pretext and no one follow-up our 

issue neither from far nor from near, we have fallen again between the 

governments, ministries and employees , everyone throws us to the other 

justifying the difficult situation”. 

 The refugees were questioning that how can people live with a monthly 

salary of 800 NIS (130$), which conciseness accepts this. Most of the 

refugees found themselves selling their furniture and what they have and 

search for work to feed their children. In a related context, news was 

reported about that UNRWA will pay the housing assistance for July and 

August 2015 for the Palestinians of Syria in Gaza. 
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 The number of the displaced Palestinian families in Gaza is about 390 

families coming from Syria, 240 families coming from Libya and Yemen, 

according to the Head of the Following-up Committee of the Refugees 

affairs from Syria to Gaza, Mr. Atef Al Emawi’s previous interview. 

 

Lebanon 

UNRWA filled ATM cards for Palestinian Syrian refugees displaced in 

Lebanon, as well as a 40,000 LP was delivered for food allowance; about 

28 $ per person, while UNRWA had cut off $ 100 accommodation 

allowance for displaced families under the pretext of lack of funding and 

failure of donor countries to provide aid. 

 

Numbers and Statistics till 18/8/2015 

 15,500 Palestinian Syrian refugees in Jordan, 45,000 Palestinian 

Syrian refugees in Lebanon, and 6,000 refugees in Egypt, according 

to the UNRWA's statistics till July 2015. 

 At least 36,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

 The Yarmouk Camp: - Siege, imposed by the Regular Army and 

PFGC, continued for 777 days respectively. In addition, power cuts 

continued for more than 847 days, water was cut for 337 days 

respectively. The number of victims due to the siege has reached to 

180 victims.  
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 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 639 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - Residents have left the camp for 840 days after 

the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 484 days without water and 70% of 

its buildings were demolished. 

 Jarmana, AL Saieda ZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the economic 

crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Shieh road.  


